
Jesus said if you continue in His Word, you will be His disciples and you will “know the Truth and 
the Truth will make you free” John 8:32. The info in this site is true to the best of my knowledge 
but, “test all things and hold fast to what is good” 1 Thessalonians 5:21. 
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I guess we have to preface everything these days by saying that it’s pretty guaranteed that if 
mainstream media is against it, it’s probably something you’re going to want to know 
about . . .

CHLORINE DIOXIDE IS NO EXCEPTION.
Basically it’s a cure for everything under the sun. How’s this list for you?

•Cancer
•Coronavirus
•Diabetes
•Digestive Disorders

•Diseases
•Disorders
•Eczema
•Eye Disorders

•Gangrene
•Heart Disease
•Immune Suppression
•Infectious Disease

•Leprosy
•Lyme Disease
•Mental Illness
•Multiple Sclerosis

•Parasites
•Psoriasis
•Tuberculosis

https://rnation.us

https://rnation.us/category/real-covid-info/
https://rumble.com/vhrnh9-forbidden-cure-andreas-kalcker.html


Andreas Kalcker is the Expert.
You’ll find a lot of what you want to know about CDS, MMS, CD and ClO2 at his 
website using this QR code (if you haven't used one before, just bring up the camera on your 
phone and focus it on the square- it will read the square and ask if you'd like to go to the site).

HOWEVER, I would have liked a simple explanation of WHAT CDS or MMS is first. As excellent 
as the info was, I had a HARD time understanding what it ACTUALLY IS (and I'm decently 
smart)! So, I came to understand that CD is a gas- Chlorine Dioxide. It is made by combining just 2 ingredients: A 
strong acid and a 25% solution of Sodium Chlorite (used for water purification, and also as a bleaching agent for paper,
flour, starch and soap). Combining these creates the gas Chlorine Dioxide. Interestingly, this gas seems rather “heavy” 
(it appears to sink in the jar) and fortunately, it's WATER SOLUABLE which makes it easy to absorb into liquid for simple 
use as a medicine! (I'm extremely impressed with God right now, who has freely created ALL KINDS OF BENEFICIAL 
THINGS for healing mankind! And I REALLY appreciate people like Andreas Kalcker who are willing to make their years 
of research FREE so that we can all live well! Please take a moment to pray for these people who are working hard 
to bring us good things, and to thank God for His ABUNDANCE and Provision for us.) Also of particular note, the 
preferred acid to use for this reaction is 4% Hydrochloric Acid. Citric Acid has also been widely used, but it creates a 
more nasty tasting solution- hence, I'm content with the Hydrochloric Acid.

So, CDS is the CD gas in a water Solution= CDS (can also add juices that aren't acidic :) What then is MMS? It stands for 
“Miracle Mineral Solution” and it is basically the same substance that was accidentally discovered by a missionary, Jim 
Humble, who was with a bunch of people dying from malaria and all he had on hand to treat them with were some 
water purification tablets (sodium chlorite). In desperation, he finally thought that he might as well try to give them 
SOMETHING before they died (and a water purifier could at least purify) so he gave the people some tablets and (as 
the sodium chlorite mixed with their own strong stomach acid...) MIRACULOUSLY, they ALL recovered nearly 
immediately from malaria! Wow. So MMS became the method of using the same exact 2 substances (sodium chlorite 
and a strong acid), putting a couple of drops together in a glass jar, waiting for 1-3 minutes (depending on who you 
ask- I've tried both... same results), and adding the appropriate amount of water to the jar, so that your mixture 
contains both the original drops of solution AND the reactive gas that they create- CDS is the process that contains 
ONLY the gas mixed in the Solution. (NEVER TRY TO DRINK THIS IN A CONCENTRATED FORM- please remember that 
ignorance is dangerous.) Hope this helps!

Another piece of good news. Unlike Ivermectin that can be controlled and banned by the US government because it is 
actually a “drug”, the components of CDS are simple and unregulateable... therefore... AVAILABLE!

Link to Andreas Kalcker's “Forbidden Cures” video on Rumble.

    FREE Downloadable PDF Guidebook documenting CDS Research & Efficacy 
    “The Universal Antidote- The Science & Story of Chlorine Dioxide.”

 Want To Make CDS Yourself? This won't blow up your kitchen (unless you
TRY to light it on fire … please don't- it's highly explosive.)

https://rnation.us   

Simple “How To 
Make CDS”- video

How To Make 
MMS- video

Doses for both 
CDS & MMS

Additional Site Info
on CDS/ MMS

Ingredients- Where 
To Buy

*I am not selling anything, nor affiliated with these sites in any way. Cheers to Your HEALTH!

https://rnation.us/
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/cds-clo2/what-is-cds.html
https://rumble.com/vhrnh9-forbidden-cure-andreas-kalcker.html
https://theuniversalantidote.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/The-Universal-Antidote-Interactive-Reference-Guidebook.pdf
https://rumble.com/vflssx-how-to-make-cds-by-andreas-kalcker.html
https://odysee.com/@Cosmonator:5/How-to-make-MMS-with-Andreas-Kalcker:8
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/cds-clo2/cds-protocols.html
https://alivenhealthy.com/2019/05/26/chlorine-dioxide-miracle-mineral-solution-mms/
https://kvlab.com/
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